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Mobile Electronic Firing Range

As soon as the troops reach the area of operation abroad they can continue to
maintain their shooting skills, zeroing their weapons etc. The shooting distances
can vary from 25 metres and up to whatever distance the user may desire.
The electronic targets with individual monitors give an immediate feedback to
the soldiers and the instructors. The results can easily be stored and printed out.
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A complete cost-effective and easy
to install Firing Range Solution
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Specially designed for international operations (INTOPS)
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TARGET CONTAINER

FIRING CONTAINER

Capacity:
2 targets in each 10 ft container
4 targets in each 20 ft container
8 targets in each 40 ft container

Capacity:
2 shooters in each 10 ft container
4 shooters in each 20 ft container
8 shooters in each 40 ft container

The following equipment is permanently mounted
in the Target Container:

The following equipment is permanently mounted
in the Firing Container:

Armour grade steel and rubber granular panels in front of the container.
This protection is mounted to avoid damages and ricochets from projectiles.
Electronic targets (130 x 130 cm wide)
Radio or wire communication between the target- and the Firing Container.
Battery, generator or mains power
Bullet trap
Bullet traps with granulate, specification:
For all standard handgun and machine gun calibres up to, but exclusive .50 cal
Can withstand at least 10.000 rounds pr target before service is needed
All components are recyclable
Bullet traps can be made to fit larger calibres upon request.

Monitors for each shooter, specification:
The display is readable in bright sunlight
Able to withstand the impact of cartridges from automatic weapons
Can be operated in rough conditions (-40 to + 70 degrees Celsius)
Mil. Spec. connectors
Vandal proof buttons
Waterproof chassis, made of stainless steel
Smart card reader to identify the shooters
Target Software available for a vast variety of standard target templates
Software for new templates can easily be made
System specification:
Radio or wire communication to the Target Container
Control Room Software makes it easy to print and store the results
Spectator Display Software helps the instructors to identify the shooters who
need assistance
Battery, generator or mains power
Floor covered with rubber granular panels for the shooters´ comfort and safety
Walls and ceiling insulated for sound absorbing and noise reduction

All equipment is mounted permanently inside
10, 20 or 40 feet containers, which can be deployed very rapidly into the operation area by
land, sea or air freighters.
The containers can easily be connected to each
other, creating a larger range with more targets.
As soon as the containers are placed on the
ground, the units may start shooting!
The Armed Forces do no longer need to spend
time and money on shooting gallery infrastructure, which cannot be disassembled and shipped
Target Container interior.

home, or reused in another operation area.
The system is also environmentally correct since
no projectiles (lead etc) are left in the nature. The
Target Container is designed to be bullet proof
and the rubber panels make it totally ricochet
free.
The containers can be customised.
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